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Prepared by the Product Management Team at New Boundary
Technologies® for release with Prism Suite 13.0.1 (build 13.0.1.14).

Prism Suite 13.0.1 is a minor release that contains several bug fixes, plus some UI
enhancements to certain operations in the Console.
The bug fixes and enhancements are described in detail below. Customers who have
experienced any of these issues should consider upgrading to Prism Suite 13.0.1.

Helpful Links
System Requirements for Prism Suite 13.x
Upgrading from Prism Suite versions 8-11 to versions 12 and newer
Note: Upgrading from Prism Suite 13.0 to 13.0.1 is as simple as running the Prism Suite 13.0.1.14 setup
file. Prism clients can be upgraded to 13.0.1 following the instructions in the upgrade knowledge base
article linked above. A version 13 serial number is required to install 13.0.1. Customers who have
already installed version 13.0 will not be prompted to enter a new serial number when they upgrade to
version 13.0.1.

Bug Fixes
1. Several issues related to using the same name between configuration groups, organizational groups
or distribution groups have been fixed. Users will no longer see errors such as “Server encountered a
database error” or “the group name you entered is not unique” when naming or renaming groups.
2. When dragging and dropping a task into a task group, the focus now stays on the complete task list
instead of jumping to the task list of the specific task group.
3. The cause of the error "A GUID should contain 32 digits with 4 dashes" when closing a computer’s
properties page has been fixed.
4. The legitimate warnings that users would get when creating an invalid task (for example, pointing to
an executable that does not exist) have been restored. They were missing from version 13.0.
5. Moving between the Managed and Assets tabs no longer causes right-click external tools commands
to disappear.
6. Prism scripts files (.pts) that contained the %distshare% variable didn’t resolve the variable when
running on an unattended computer. This issue has been fixed.

Feature Enhancements
1. When creating a new security role within the Console, users can now click on the Permissions
button to set the new role’s permissions before saving the role.
2. The Prism Console layout files are now stored in a user-accessible location, eliminating a problem
that sometimes occurred on Windows 7 and Vista PCs when users tried to close the Console.
3. When importing asset management data from files, users now have an “Auto” button that
automatically matches up as many fields as possible from the import file with fields in the channel
database, eliminating the need to manually click on every field to import.

